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Title word cross-reference

(2, 2) [LTC+15]. \((C_s, P_t)\) [HJP15]. \((n, k)\) [ZHW19]. 1 [Dow15, TRY16]. 2
[DDG+15, FGR17, KSA12, LL14, MBRM15, PG11, WWW16, XZLL18, ZX16]. \(2^{2n+1} - 1\) [BG15]. \(2^{2n+2} - 1\) [BG15]. \(2^{2q}\) [AJ15]. \(2^n\) [BG15]. \(2^{n+1} - 1\) [HS19]. \(2^{n+1}\) [HS19].
\(2^n - 1\) [HS19]. \(2^n + 1\) [AJ15]. \(2^n \pm 3\) [AJ15]. 3
[DB13, GHFY18, GB10, jLbLzH18, LJ15, ZZLL18]. 5 [AJ15]. * [NHC13]. + [YB16]. 2
[Cha10h, Hua14]. 3 [Cha10h, SC10]. c [NHC13]. cyclical [YLLS16]. c [KRDH13].
\(C^3P\) [EFV15]. \(\ell\) [ZTL15]. g [XZL17, ZLX+19]. i* [SKK18]. K [EA17, LWPZ13, ABM12, ALH17, APW11, DLV10, Fan10, Fan11, GN19, GYDX12, KVX12, Kuo10, LLF17, MP18, WCL15, WWJ18].
\(L(2, 1)\) [Calla]. \(L(h, k)\) [Callb]. \(L(p, q)\) [ZQ13]. \(L_p\) [KV16]. m [Fan10]. \(\mu\) [Jia14]. N
[YC19, Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. \(O(k)\) [DLV10]. p [BPK10, DD10b]. \(\pi\) [Cao10, HY11]. \(\pm 1\)
[HZW+14]. q [CZCD18]. QR [ACG+11]. S
[LJ15]. t [Kor11, WCL13].

-Adic [BPK10, DD10b]. -Ary [LLF17, CZCD18, Fan10, Fan11, Kor11, WCL13].

-bit [KVX12]. -boxes [LJ15].
-Bubble-Sort [ZHW19]. -calculus [Cao10, HY11]. -Clustering [DLV10].
-Coteries [Kuo10]. -Cover [LWPZ13].
-Cubes [LLF17]. -D [DB13]. -Dimensional
[Dow15]. -Diversity [ZTL15]. -Extra
[WWW16, GHFY18]. -Free [HJP15].
- Good-Neighbor [XZL17, ZLX]+19.
- Labeling [Cal11a, ZQ13], - Labelling [Cal11b], - Layer [DDG+15], - Means [TRC16], - Medoids [EA17], - Metric [TRC16], - Moduli [AJ15], - Multiple [TLC+15], - Nearest [GYDX12, WCL15], - Neighborhood [KSA12], - NMF [MP18], - Pancycle-Connectivity [Fan10], - Policy [YC19], - Security [Jia14], - Time [DLV10], - tree [NHC13], - trees [XZLL18].


5G [RASM17]. 6 [XHC+15], 6/128 [LJ18a]. 7 [AAZ13], 754 [AAHTH10]. 802.11 [OKA17, HRF+15]. 802.11p [GH17].

978-0-262-02649-9 [Lar10].
978-0-387-33333-5 [Gaz10].
978-0-521-88038-1 [Maj10].
978-1-4020-5529-4 [Jas10].
978-1-4200-4757-8 [Joh10].
978-981-277-171-1p [Lev10a].

= [AD16].


AET [HTC+15].
Affiliation [XLM+12, XGLM14, XZLW15].
Affiliation-Hiding [XLM+12, XGLM14, XZLW15].
Against [BVS+13, BL15b, BL16, CW12a, CMA14, GDC16, HLJ+15, LA12, LO10, SGH15, SLY+16, WA15, Che15a, HLLG18].
Age [ATA19].
Age-Group [ATA19].
Agent [AFGG11, BL11, CFMR14, GK17, KTTRJ10, LR14, Nic11, PXG+17, RA14, Rog11, SNG+10, TKB11, ZL19, ZLY15, WSA15, Che15a, HLLG18].
Agent-Based [BL11, KTTRJ10, Nic11, TKB11].
Agents [BH10, Cor11, FT11, SZB15, SYH11, ZC10].
Aggregate [AGF15, WCD19].
Aggregating [MMH18].
Aggregation [EKOS19, SJ18a].
Aggregations [CTIAP12].
Agreement [Chi16, MDS15, XLM+12, XGLM14, XZLW15, dAEN+18].
All Against [IA15, VRD10].
All-But-Many [CCL+19].
Alliance [Ano10].
Allocation [BAFF11, CLH+14, CMKJ10, CL16, Do11, FGS15, HGZ10, KV15a, KL10, KZY16, KCZJ14, LSL+17, LS14, NNN+14, OBA16, PZ+17, PCC+16, RAJ15, SLV+16, SSK+12, SZB15, TL19, ZJH+15, LJWT19, TXJ+19].
Almost [GDC16].
Almost-Tight [GDC16].
Amazon [AHFE18].
Ambient [CydT10, LLVM10, PSS10, SS10a, SSY15, vDBwE10].
Ami [SKK+12].
Analysis [ASCTFP16, Alh19, AHM15, BV15, BKFP19, BFCRH14, BC+11, CTIAP12, CW11, CWRZ18, CCY10, CCHL18, CAV17, DLM+14, Dath17, DBHC15, DHW10, Dim13, EDH+18, FP19, Fra11, GRVD+15, GH17, GMS+12, HJL16, IAC+14, LZ18, LSTC11, ML13, Mal10, Meg18, Meg19, MBRM15, Muro10a, NSA15, NP16, Pek12, PTOM18, RHF+15, RMGT11, SY15, SSS+12b, SKK18, TA11, VKC15, WGS17, WHP+13, XS11, YC19, ZH15, ZDM+15, ZYY+13, jZ18, ZL15, KAZ18, TZ11].
Analysis-Based [Meg18].
Analysis [ZWM15].
Analytical [LDK11].
Analyzer [SSS+12b].
Algorithms [BT18, ET19, Mur10b].
AI [BT18].
Aided [Alm19, GMSV14, LNW19, MV19].
Air [XYL+11].
Air-Cushion [XYL+11].
Almost [GDCC16].
Almost-Tight [GDCC16].
Amazon [AHFE18].
Ambient [CydT10, LLVM10, PSS10, SS10a, SSY15, vDBwE10].
Ami [SKK+12].
Analysis [ASCTFP16, Alh19, AHM15, BV15, BKFP19, BFCRH14, BC+11, CTIAP12, CW11, CWRZ18, CCY10, CCHL18, CAV17, DLM+14, Dath17, DBHC15, DHW10, Dim13, EDH+18, FP19, Fra11, GRVD+15, GH17, GMS+12, HJL16, IAC+14, LZ18, LSTC11, ML13, Mal10, Meg18, Meg19, MBRM15, Muro10a, NSA15, NP16, Pek12, PTOM18, RHF+15, RMGT11, SY15, SSS+12b, SKK18, TA11, VKC15, WGS17, WHP+13, XS11, YC19, ZH15, ZDM+15, ZYY+13, jZ18, ZL15, KAZ18, TZ11].
Analysis-Based [Meg18].
Analysis [ZWM15].
Analytical [LDK11].
Analytic [ZW15].
Analysis-Based [Meg18].
Analysis [ZWM15].
Analytical [LDK11].
Analytic [AGF15, ALA19].
Analyzer [SSS+12b].
Analyzing [DLL+13, SS10b].
Anchor [NZ14].
Ant [WS10, ZDZ+15b].
Ant-based [WS10].
Based [LS14, LY10, LL11b, LYL18, LZ19, LNWZ19, LCLL12, LWW13, LPD13, LFHF14, LGHD15, LW16, LCXZ16, LZWY18, LLV10, LV17, LGPRH14, LNBFA13, LDB+15, LSS17, LFL17, LLH18, Ma17, ML13, MBC15, MKN13, Meg18, Meg19, MGBD15, MK19, NSRP15, NNF19, Ni16, Nic11, NL19, ÒKA11, PABD10, PB12, PZ19, PLCH11, PR11, PYM+15, PDH15, PYS18, PL18, Pop11, PP17, QF19, RHH12, RDZ+16, RS18, RAJ15, RRCC+15, RJV13, dMRGAS18, SV15, SAKOK11, SJ18a, SBV19, SM16, SL10a, SH15, SLW+17, SK18b, SJ18b, SSB9, ST18, SBS19, SL16, SGG15, SGL15, SH15, STBB14, TLRE11, Tan11, TPG+15, TL19, TA16a, TA16b, TNWT14, TT12, TTH15, TV12, TBK11, UKW+18, VBVP14, VAG15, VAG19, Wak17, Wan14, WS15, WZCC18, WT18, WDCL18, WLH15b, WCKH10, WT10, WMS+12, WCW+14, WHSW15, XLM+14, XXW11, XGLM14].


Clusters
[AGF15, AV16, CTD18, DE10, DLV10, EA17, ISST19, KRDH13, LH11, LLN+15, PRJS11, PKM18, SSS12a, SVG+15, ZDZ+15b].

Co-creation [HY15]. Co-occurrence [SK18b].

Co-Channel [HY15, LLZY15, MMAY19, SK18b, ZYY+13].

Co-creation [HY15, LLZY15, MMAY19, SK18b, ZYY+13].

Co-Channel [HY15, LLZY15, MMAY19, SK18b, ZYY+13].

Coalgebraic [CKP+11].

Coalition [Ano10, LWW13].

Codd [HLL11].

Code [CCL+13, DD10b, DG13, GDKP10, LLDL17, QO17, SV15, SJ14, Sta18, Tah11, WCCL13, XHC+15, ZZX16].

Code-Based [SV15].

Coded [ECL15, HZQ+19, HXQ+19, XHQX18].

Codes [FAFD15, KBN10, KS19, ZSL19].

Coding [JYL18, LR12, PBL14, Whi12a, WCXZ17].

Coefficient [Meg19].

Coefficient-Based [Meg19].

Coefficients [GB10].

Coercion [CW12a].

Coexistence [AZHASD14, PR11].

Cognitive [Alm19, DA18, KV16, MDN+11, NB12, SJA17, Sak10, SJ18b, ZJH17, ZJHJ19, ZJHJ19, ZJHJ19, ZJHJ19, ZJHJ19].

Cohesive [FMRS17].

Collaborate [NM19].

Collaboration [HLZ+17, RATB+13].

Collaborative [KJRK15, LPL14, MK11, ÖKA11, SNG+10, STBB14, ZWC+19, TYL+18].

Collection [CCF11, CCC+10, IDVGMP+13, WBS15].

Collective [HQL17].

Collision [HHL10, SM16].

Collocative [MKW11].

Colony [ZDZ+15b].

Color [BCPV11, BÜ11, FET17, KYU11, LL11b].

Color-Texture [FET17].

Colored [HWCZ16, jZ18].

Coloring [LL14].

Coloured [HJL16].

Colouring [HJL15].

Combinatorial [MMAY19].

Combined [Chi14, OJSO14, SSK12].

Combined-Semantics [Chi14].

Combining [ASCTFP16, HM13, HHCL10, JLDJ19, LZHS14, LBD+19].

Comment [Ver17].

Comments [GG10, TCL15].

Commerce [LNBFP13, AAA19].

Common [CZC10, LWC15, PILCH11].

Communication [ADBPLV13, AV16, Awa13, BP19, Das17, Dim13, HCZ+19, KSPR15, Kon10, OKG+12, QS15, RTE+13, SZB15, VO16, WNN17].

Communication-Aware [VO16].

Communications [CL13, EMB19, GH17, HH17, LZZZ13, RSD19].

Communities [AAZ13, FMR17, LH13, WCW+14, YMS+15, ZL15].

Community [CIYY17, DLL+13, HBS+19, Jun12, KCC15, LBD+19, LLV10, RMB11, XLM+14].

Community-Based [LLV10].

Community-Topic [DLL+13].

Commutability [DPZ11].

Compact [BF19, EB12, LSQX19, ZMW16].

Compaction [Sin12].

Comparative [GÁVRRL16, KV16, MCT19, TKB18].

Comparing [HBDJ13, HMN11, MS11, ZSL15].

Comparison [AHM15, CQL10, Do11, RCS16, STW+18, XLXZ17].

Comparisons [JS15].

Compatibility [CFS13, CFS14, WD12].

Competitive [ADBPLV13].

Compiler [JMB12, MKW11, PHB15, RCS16].

Compiling [LCMC11].

Complete [KM14, LMP16, XZL17].

Complex [AHM15, Cro10, LBZ19, Meg16, Meg18, SY13, SSS+12b, VGA15, WHYH12, WD12, YZLC15].

Complexity [GdJ13, HHS+15, HJP15, AUB11].

Compliant [YT16a].

Component [Bro10, HM11, ML13, MV16, TLRE11].

Component-Based [ML13, TLRE11].

Component-Oriented [Bro10].

Components [EFY16, YEYV15].

Composing [TLRE11].

Composite [EIL15, NB17].

Composition [BZS+16, NRZQ15, WXP+10, ZSX10].

Compositional [HS11, YDH18].

Compositionally [YEYV15].
Compositions [MK15, Mer13, YEFVJ15].
Comprehensive [RDB\textsuperscript{+}14a]. Compressed [JJO\textsuperscript{+}17]. Compression [BMG12, CC19, DB13, FNP12, GHMP18, KXS\textsuperscript{+}10, KBN10, LJF19, MMB13, Pop11, PH15, SY13, TS17, WGZW14].
Comprehensible [RDB\textsuperscript{+}14a]. Compressed [JJO\textsuperscript{+}17]. Compression [BMG12, CC19, DB13, FNP12, GHMP18, KXS\textsuperscript{+}10, KBN10, LJF19, MMB13, Pop11, PH15, SY13, TS17, WGZW14].
Computable [Bla13]. Computation [Abd15, Aho12, ABL\textsuperscript{+}18, Bac12, Baj12, BBDF11, BE12, Buz12, Che14, Con12, Den12a, DW12, Den12b, Den12c, Fra12, FGS15, Fre12, Gel12, LLZY15, LHM\textsuperscript{+}15, Mit12, NSMS14, RR16, Ros12a, Ros12b, SH10, SCD15, WLH15a, Weg12, ZWC\textsuperscript{+}19].
Computational [Aho12, KV15a, MMAY19, NBN14, Nil10, TSK17, Tra12, WLHH18].
Computed [STW\textsuperscript{+}18].
Computer [Bra11, CZC10, GG10, Gra12, Ham12, HS11, KHC14, LL15, NLDH11, SM12, Trc10, BTHS12, GG10, Mal10, Mil10, Pen10].
Computers [FGG13, LPD13, Lav12].
Computing [ACW13, AKL\textsuperscript{+}19, AJA16, BFCRH14, BGD\textsuperscript{+}10, BGM\textsuperscript{+}11, BD16, CFM17, CL15, CCCS11, DB15, DN16, EFV15, ETR\textsuperscript{+}16, GA18, Gur15, HSMY14, HHCL10, HuRH\textsuperscript{+}15, IJY\textsuperscript{+}14, IJM14, JAA\textsuperscript{+}17, Jar12, Jas10, JSP13, KMSM15, KHC14, KZCJ14, LHL16, MDS15, MHW10, MCT19, MGMT12, NP16, Nur07, OS16, PB12, PSP14, PXG\textsuperscript{+}17, RMFM15, RAIJ15, Ros12a, Ros12b, SMLM14, Wak17, XTH11, XZA14, YCL15, ZSX10, ZWC\textsuperscript{+}19, dAEN\textsuperscript{+}18, AHFE18].
computing-intensive [AHFE18]. CON [WGL\textsuperscript{+}18]. CON/SLK [WGL\textsuperscript{+}18].
Concentrations [LWKB15]. Concentric [PZ19]. Concept [CHDP17, DBHC15, DSZZ15, MS14, TMC15, ZDCZ18].
Connections [SMLM14, ZL19].
Connectivity [Fan10, GHFY18, OKA17, WWW16, WZF18, XZLL18, ZHW19, ZHW19, ZFWF15, WW19].
Conquer [VvdAMG17]. Consensus [BD14, YZLC15]. Considerations [Fre12].
considerations [LJWL19]. Considered [Fre12]. Considering [KCC15, SGG\textsuperscript{+}13].
Consistency [KLS18, MeEdJMGE\textsuperscript{+}19]. Consistent [CL15, CFJ\textsuperscript{+}10]. Constant [AEHS15, KOTY17, LSQX19, ZMW16].
Constant-Round [KOTY17].
Constrained [CLSV15, JMG\textsuperscript{+}16, KO14, KO15, LWC15, ZLYX10].
Constrained-Version [KO14, KO15].
Constraint [BBGM14, KLS18].
Constraints [BBGM14, KV16, KKPB14, QS15, SZB15, WWW12, WS15, ZC10].
Constructed [ZH15]. Constructing [Dun11, KO14, KO15]. Construction [BWLA16, BPBRT16, CFJ\textsuperscript{+}10, EEE17, GWW\textsuperscript{+}13, GWWC15, KM14, KTA12, SMM\textsuperscript{+}19, WMS\textsuperscript{+}12].
Constructions [KOTY17, YLL\textsuperscript{+}17]. Constructive [CFJ\textsuperscript{+}13]. Constructs [TKM11].
Consumption [AG12, GGZC11, LNBFP13, PHB15, RATB\textsuperscript{+}13]. Contact [WBS15]. Contagion [TNWT14].
Contagion-Based [TNWT14]. Contained [ZLL\textsuperscript{+}14]. Container [HHV17].
Containerized [TS19]. Contemporaries [Lav12].
Content [AAZ13, AGP10, AGM\textsuperscript{+}16, GRVD\textsuperscript{+}15, GLBS13, HGRV15, OKA11, PW12, PA15,
PZPS15, PH15, SK18b, SLM14, VBVP14, WZXL12, XLM+14, ZXZ+11].
Content-Based
[SK18b, VBVP14, XLM+14].
Content-Boosted
[OKA11].
Content-Centric
[GRVD+15, HGRV15].
Content-Boosted
[OKA11].
Content-Modelling
[CWCS14, PR11, ZTBB11].
Content-Based
[PR11, ZTBB11].
Contention
[CWCS14, PR11, ZTBB11].
Content-Adaptive
[SVP13].
Context-Aware
[Cha10a, CL16, DG15a, KHC15, KHR+19, KS19, KBMA12, MHW10, PCLU12, RCTK18, RL11, SVP13, SSY15, Swa11, ZWM17b, ZTTM18].
Context-Awareness
[RL11].
Context-Aware
[RL11].
Context-Driven
[DG15a].
Contextual
[WXZ+12].
Continuity
[PSS10].
Continuous
[Dow15, EV16, NH19, Par15, Tra12, ZY17, ZYM18, ZYH+19].
Continuous-Digit
[Par15].
Context-Boosted
[OKA11].
Context-Modelling
[CWCS14, PR11, ZTBB11].
Context-Based
[PR11, ZTBB11].
Contention
[CWCS14, PR11, ZTBB11].
Content-Adaptive
[SVP13].
Context-Aware
[Cha10a, CL16, KHC15, KHR+19, SSY15, ZWM17b].
Context-Awareness
[RL11].
Context-Driven
[DG15a].
Contextual
[WXZ+12].
Continuity
[PSS10].
Continuous
[Dow15, EV16, NH19, Par15, Tra12, ZY17, ZYM18, ZYH+19].
Continuous-Digit
[Par15].
Contract
[BGM+13].
Contracting
[KR14, ST17].
Counts
[DHW10, Mal10, MKL18].
Coupled
[Erg11].
Covariance
[AAH10].
Cover
[ISD15, LWPZ13].
Coverage
[CSS16, SP10, TU17, TMAO11, WZ17].
Coverage-Driven
[SP10].
Covered
[ABM12].
Covering
[BMB+15].
Covert
[NSA15].
CRC
[Joh10].
CRC/Taylor
[Joh10].
Covariance
[AAH10].
Cover
[ISD15, LWPZ13].
Coverage
[CSS16, SP10, TU17, TMAO11, WZ17].
Coverage-Driven
[SP10].
Covered
[ABM12].
Covering
[BMB+15].
Covert
[NSA15].
CRC
[Joh10].
CRC/Taylor
[Joh10].
Creation
[HY15].
Creative
[PCLU12].
Credible
[ZW15].
CRESSENT
[Elg15].
Crick
[ZTTM18].
Crisis
[GST15].
Criteria
[YS18, BHR10].
Criteria-Based
[YS18].
Critical
[Cro10, RMB15, Sta18, TKB18, YWSH10, ZLCW14].
CRM
[LHM+15].
Cross
[CCF11, DSB15, Erg11, KOA15, LHM+15, MV16, OB18, PCLU12, YGFL15, ZLYX10].


[KK18, Mur10a, SBV19, TD12, VWR11, dLGCM14, KAZ18]. Defects [DD19].

Defence [Nic11]. Defense [CL18]. Defined [AFG+17, Ano17, DP16, dRFMD+17, GHMP18, JAAA+17, LZL+17, LLDL17, RJS+17, RASM17, WB16]. Degradation [Kuo10]. Degree [AHM15, LPV10].

Degrees [HBDJ13]. Delay [AG12, AK12].


Denial [BKBK14, LoI0, PP17]. Dense [ABH15, LZL+17]. Density [ZH14].

Dependability [BCK+11]. Dependable [LoI3]. Dependencies [BL15a, FSGS15, LTY13, SKS19].

Dependency [DJAJ15]. Dependent [DB15, Dimi, PT13, WWL18, ZHL+17, Gm16, JJ18, WGL+18]. depending [JJ18].

Deployed [ED09, ED10]. Deploying [Cor11, DCLN11, FT11]. Deployment [HL15, PZ18, SBZ19, YHS+17, ZWJ+14].

Depth [AUB11]. Depth-optimal [AUB11].

Derived [HK15]. Deriving [EFYS19, Mel13, YEFVJ15]. Describing [DBC18].

Description [YT16a]. Design [AK12, BGM+11, Cvet10, Cro10, DAOG14, DPZ11, EFV15, FWC13, Fra11, HS19, HLC10b, Jas10, JC10, LJ13, Lop12, MGBD15, Nur07, RTE+13, SKKM15, YAQ12]. Designation [Che15a, LSQ18b].

Designing [BH10, OL+17, PSD15].

Desktop [LCH16]. Detect [LJ18b, NSA15, WLP15]. Detecting [BKS19, BKBK14, Cz19, GN19, HCZ+19, MS11, PiLCH11, SH15, TV12, WHS+16, WCW+14, YSC+15, ZYW13, ZL15].

Detection [ATS15, BP10, BS16, BBK11, CDYC11, CzL+18, CLC+19, DA14, DS15, DA18, DSSZ15, DG13, EA17, GBBK11, GBBK14, GAFP+14, HLJ+15, HAZ18, HL5+19, LH13, LJA13, NSMS14, PCLU12, PP17, RCTK18, RCH10, SDW13, SZZ+18, SP15, SSK19, WM19, WGS17, YB16, YWFQ18].

Detector [DSZZ15, GSAS12, RRDC+18, dMRGAS18, KT18, TYL+18]. Detectors [NPTZ16].


Deterministic [KK18, KV15b, PS15, XLC19, EFYS19].

Determinization [BLS16]. Deuce [Wet10].

Developing [LWKB15, PRG+10, TBBH18]. Development [GK17, KL14, LMA+15, PW19, ZC10].


Diagrams [Mer13]. Dialogue [OS18].

Diameter [LPV10]. Diameters [CYTP18].


Difference [XLXZ17].


Diffusion [FLCT10, LBZ19, ZHL15]. Digit [Cha10a, Par15]. Digital [FGY17, MS12, MHS19, Par15, Shi08, Joh10].

Digraphs [RH17, ZM19]. Dijkstra [Day11].


Direction [Hua14]. Directional [KLS18].

Directions [BKBK14, ZJLC16].
E-commerce [AAA19, LNBFPA13].

E-Voting [LGPRH14]. Each [YLL+12].

EAR [DSTC12]. Early [Day11, HurRH+15].

Earthquakes [NHMI13]. EC2 [AHFE18].

Economy [XYL+11, BS10b, Uli11].

Ecosystems [LDB+15]. Edge [BCH+15, CQSI3, DD19, Fan11, HWCZ16, JAA+17, JC10, LL14, TS17, WZGF18, ZWC+19].

Edge-Colored [HWCZ16].

Edge-Fault-Tolerant [Fan11]. Edges [HM17].

Effect [SR10, Sta18, TXJ+19]. Effective [BH10, CLS15, G19, KRDH13, LLYT13, MS12, PK18, TPV18, WZGW14, XLC19].

Efficiency [WGL+18, YLSL19].

Efficient [AS11, AGM+16, BWL16, BGD+10, BBKL19, BACD13, CLS15, Chai10b, CTD18, Che14, CZCD18, CLG+19, CCC+10, CFJ+10, CMI17, DA14, DSBB19, FP18, GWW+13, GLL+13, GBA18, GJ15, HHL10, HZX15, HDFGPC15, HL15, HLC10a, HWX14, HLZ+17, IJY+14, JDAZ16, KLT+15, LAP11, LIA13, LDIJ15, LSLW15, LWPZ13, LLN+15, LGHD15, LSY+16, LZZ+17, LBIC14, MH11, MDSF12, MGZ18, NdMcDMM16, NHC13, OVGG14, OKA17, PSP14, PK18, PZZ+17, PCC+16, RSD19, RJ18, RM19, SJ14, SZZ14, SJJ1b, SHL+15, TPV18, TT12, WL13, WLI15a, WT18, WDC18, WSR11, YC14a, YDE11, YLA+13, YS15, ZTBW11, ZYR+13, ZX16, ZDL+17, vDBvEW10, TLC15].

Efficiently [BdBG+17, SLY+16, WCI15].

Effort [AAA19]. EHRs [LLLW17].

EigenBots [EÇGK16]. Elderly [PRG+10].

Electric [ALZ+17, LSY+16, WYL+13].

Electricity [JG15]. Electronic [Tan11, TAC+18, YMWS11].

Electrostatic [NYT+11, YLSL19].

Elliptic [ABS12, STA17]. Embedded [CLL10, EFFY16, HZG10, HYZ17, JMB12, MSH+11, MK11, PBB15, RR17, YGH+14, YS15].

Embedding [DDL+15, CY13, HLZ15, RMR+15a].

Embeddings [LZL+19, LLFI17, RSW14].

Emergency [DFGI10, FGG13, HLKL15, UKW+18].

Emergent [Cro10]. Emerging [OS16].

Emissions [MSWI+12, RATB+13].

Empirical [DCLN11, JWCZ13, aSPW+17, WCC17].

EMS [ZTBW11].

EMS-MAC [ZTBW11].

Enabled [URHK19].

Encoding [JAA+17, KJR15, NH19].

Encoded [LWC15].

Encodings [JJL+17].

Encrypted [CHH+19, DCA18, Lop12, ZVG16].

Encryption [BVS+13, BWLA16, BWR12, Che15a, Ch12, CD16, GWCC15, GSW+16, GDCC16, HLLG18, HWS+19, HTR+15, Jia14, LGMC17, LMG+18, LLWS16, LLPY19, LTZY16, LSLW15, LSQ18b, LNZW19, LW16, LYY+18b, LLH18, MZYH15, NMS14, PDH15, PYS18, RDZ+16, SZZ14, SGH15, TCI15, TMCI15, TT12, WP17, WDC18, WMS+12, XY18, ZZQ+19, ZYT13, ZWMT15, ZMW16, ZMM17a, ZY17, ZYM18, ZYH+19, GZAX19, Wan14].

Encryption [SLY+16].

End [MK11, MHMSGH16].

End-to-End [MK11, MHMSGH16].

Endpoint [CC19].

Endpoint-Cutting [CC19].

Enduring [For12].

Energy [ACG+11, AG12, AKA+19, AV16, AGM+16, ARVR15, BGD+10, CLLH13, DA14, DSTC12, Do11, GM11, GHMP18, GLL+13, GMT15, GGZC11, HY17, JMB+19, JG15, JLS11, JWCZ13, KV15a, LZZZ13, LDIJ15, LWPZ13, LLN+15, LZZ+17, LBIC14, LSCG10, MSH+11, MSWI+12, OKA17, ...]
PHB15, PSP14, PK18, PZZ+17, RATB+13, SDN15, SPdGPM18, SJ18b, SHL+15, TPV18, WYL+13, WS10, Xie11, YDE11, ZTFW11, ZYY+13, ZYR+13, ZJHJ17, ZJHJ19, ZLYX10, ZNQR15.

**Energy-Aware** [ACG+11, Do11, GM11, GHMP18, MSH+11, AV16, WS10].

**Energy-Constrained** [ZLYX10].

**Energy-Efficient** [BGD+10, DA14, GLL+13, LWPZ13, LLN+15, LBIC14, PK18, PZZ+17, SHL+15, YDE11, ZYR+13].

**Enforce** [QS15].

**Enforcement** [Tan15].

**Enforcing** [WWHL12, ZHV11].

**Engine** [EB12].

**Engineering** [Awa13, BS10a, Bro10, Ham12, Jar11, JK12, LMA+15, RLJ15, RMR15b, SL10a, TB10, dLGCM14].

**Engineers** [Har10a].

**Engines** [HWX14, Lev11a, CMS10].

**Enhance** [CLL17, DHT+19, NB17, RL11].

**Enhanced** [DLL+13, GHXW16, LQZ+10, RHF+15, SHL+15, TV15].

**Enhancement** [DG15a, JDA12, VB16].

**Enhancements** [GRVD+15].

**Enhancing** [BDT10, ER14, IA15, WWZ+17, YS15].

**Enriched** [GTL13].

**Enriching** [PRJS11].

**Ensemble** [DSZZ15, IK17, SZW+18].

**Entailment** [QS15].

**Enterprise** [HMZ15, HMM18, WRSV12, YHS+17].

**Enterprise-Ready** [WRSV12].

**Enterprises** [KJR15].

**Entities** [CWWK14].

**Entity** [PWY+13].

**Entropy** [GIP+12a, GIP+12b, YGFL15, ZDZ+15b].

**Entropy-Based** [YGFL15].

**entTTS** [YL17].

**Enumerating** [YLW+17].

**Environment** [CC14, CDYC11, CLLL17, CL15, FFY+18, FT11, FP19, IJM14, KLT+15, ZKY16, LDJ15, LJYL13, NNN+14, PZ19, PZL12, TV15, XTH11, YHS+17, ZSX10, ZZLL18].

**Environments** [ARV15, BY14, DSTC12, GB15, HLZ15, HLL15, JSP13, LfHmXj11, RLtz17, RAJ15, RC10H, SZ15, SZB19, SSK19, WWJ18].

**Ephemerizer** [Tan15].

**Epsilon** [GJ16].

**Epsilon-Free** [GJ16].

**Equality** [CHH+19, HTC+15, LLSW16, MZHY15].

**Equations** [BFF+15, GF13].

**Equi** [Ma17].

**Equi-join** [Ma17].

**Equijoin** [WP17].

**Equilibrium** [SPJA11].

**Equivalence** [Chi14, HLJ10, LYL+18, WDW12, ZL19].

**Equivalences** [Cao10].

**Erasure** [HZQ+19, HXQ+19].

**Ergodic-Coded** [HZQ+19, HXQ+19].

**Ergodic** [Ana10].

**Erratum** [DTFT12, Ros12b, THP+12].

**Error** [FLCT10, LJ13, Ni16, P14, Yas19].

**Error-Diffusion** [FLCT10].

**Errors** [Cro10, LLA13, Yas19].

**ESORICS** [Ver17].

**Essay** [CXH14].

**Establishment** [HH17, YNN11, dAEN+18, Mit19].

**Estimating** [GTB10, WCCL17].

**Estimation** [AAA19, ATA19, CMSML16, GIB12, IS13, KLL14, LPD13, Ni16, PK18, SBV19].

**Estimators** [Dow15].

**EU** [Zam19].

**Evacuation** [DFG10].

**Evolving** [RCS16].

**Evaluating** [SZL15, ZLL+14].

**Evaluation** [ALA19, AD11, BUB13, BBK19, Bra11, ETR+16, HBDJ13, IS13, JMB12, KV16, LZHS14, LFLJ18, LYL+18, MKN13, MDS15, MK13, SHR+11, WT18, XLX17, XXW11, ZDCZ18, ZDZ+15b].

**Evaluations** [ZM16].

**Even** [Fan11].

**Event** [ALH17, BL11, HLM15, HZJS17, KX11, WH17, HFF13, PZ19, PB1+13, RWS14, WSG17, KOA15].

**Event-B** [KOAY15].

**Event-Based** [RWS14].

**Event-Driven** [LLFH13].

**Events** [CWWK14, KHYC15, NNF19, SDW13, Win11, ZYF17].

**Eventually** [GSAS12].

**Evolution** [MT11, PC12, Weg12].

**Evolutionary** [BE12, FS18, KNN12, SC11].

**Evolved** [Ric13].

**Evolving** [BJ11, SDW13, ZCL13].

**Exact** [CHL14, HLZ15, STW+18].

**Exactly** [QLZ18].

**Example** [ED09, ED10].

**Example-Based** [ED09, ED10].

**Exchange** [DG15b, FVS17, WS1A15, WT10, YLL+17, vDBWE10].

**Exchanged** [ZLX+19].

**Excited** [Erg11].

**Execution** [CWS+10, LLpC16, NHC13, QS15, Tim11].
Exemplars [SLZ14]. Exercises [SPS+18]. Expanding [BLS16]. Expansion [LTC+15].
Expectation [CTD18]. Expected [KOTY17]. Experience [HXLX18, LCH16].
Experiment [TKM11, Tah11].
Experimental [WGS17]. Experiments [dRFMD+17, RDB14b, RHG+11, SLP11, SZL15].
Expert [YMS+15]. Explicit [HP17, KLA+15]. Explicit-State [KLA+15].
Exploiting [RL11, SSS12a, VB16, BFF+15]. Exploits [ZGC16]. Exploration [BGM+11, HMM18, KLA+15, MEH19, ZZLL18].
Explorer [KKBF12]. Explore [FT11].
Exploring [GIP+12a, GIP+12b, KLS18, YWDW12].
Exponential [AAHTH10]. Exposing [YSC+15]. Exposure [BVS+13].
Exposures [CZC10]. Expressing [ZV15].
Expression [GJ16, HBDJ13, MZW+18].
Expressions [AGR15, KV15b, PB14, XLC19].
Expressiveness [BE12, WVG11]. Extend [TMC15]. Extended [BCK+11, BMG12, HZW+14, KV15b, QLZ18, SH15, TS17].
Extending [FSMT19, dLGCML14].
Extraction [AFKT12, AHM15, BWLA16, CC11, GLBS13, NLDH11, PA15, PWY+13].
Extractor [WLH18]. Extreme [AA19].

F5 [LLY+12]. Fabric [DD19]. Face [CC11, CW12b, GB10]. Facebook [WCCL17].
[CLH+14, CL17]. Factorization [HWS+19, YAM+15]. Factors [RMGT11].
Failure [CRGM14, GSAS12, dMRGAS18, WNNZ17, KT18]. Failures [Cro10, WLI+14, XHQX18, YAQ12].
Fair [DG15b, PR11, PZZ+17, SKK+12, WSA15].
Families [HHL10, HLL11]. Family [CBL19, DJG+15, LYY+18b, YCL17]. Fair
[dRFMD+17]. Fare [IDVGM+13]. Farms [Do11, Mit10]. Fast
[CLL14, CC19, GTN10, GK16, Kor11, KXV12, LH13, AK14, NYT+11, VM14, XHC+15, XHQX18, YTV16, YB16]. Faster
[MKL18]. FastSpMM [OVGG14]. Fault
[CSS16, Fan11, HZHC11, SP10, Sin12, SZL15, WZF18, WCD19, WM19, WLC+19, YWR+14, ZFL18, ZMS13, ZX16, ZM19].
Fault-Based [SZL15]. Fault-Tolerance
[WLC+19]. Fault-Tolerant
[WCD19, YWR+14, ZX16]. Faults
[GOR+10, HWCZ16, LFF17]. Faulty
[DA18, GHFY18, LYY+16]. FD
[dMRGAS18]. Feature
[AHM15, ARR+16, ATA19, BKPS10, CC11, CGL+18, HPG+15, JD12, JS15, MBBA16, NS16, NLDH11, PA15, ZYWW13]. Features
[BS16, KYU11, LL11b, THY+18, TA16b, YWDW12, ZCL+12, ZTL15]. February
[GG10]. FEC [TY14]. Federated [SBBB12].
Feedback [Hey17, LYPL17, PYM+15, YLSL19, ZH15, ZL19]. Feedback-Based
[PYM+15]. FEIPS [DG15b]. Femtocell
[ISST19]. Femur [SBV19]. Fewer
[Cha10b, MM17]. FHE [WT18, WWXH18].
FHSD [SP15]. Fibonacci [KBN10].
Fictitious [SL10b]. Fields [PG11, YTV16].
File [GHXW16, HY117, LY10, WHP+13, XXW11, ZGC16, ZSL19]. File-Sharing
[LY10]. Files [PH15]. Filling [BWR12].
Filter [IK17, KV16]. Filtering
[Cai12, HSMM14, HGRV15, KKS+10, KXV12, OKA11]. Filtering-Based [Cai12].
Find [FGS15]. Finding [KCC15]. Fine
[KL10, ZDL+17]. Fine-Grain [KL10].
Fine-Grained [ZDL+17]. Finger [JHBA17].
Fingerprinting [QF19]. Fingerprints
[YYK+17]. Finite [EF16, EFYS19, HT15].
HWS+19, KV15b, Ros14, Whi12a, YTV16].

Finite-State [EFYS19, Ros14]. First
[BBDF11, Har11, Lav12, LSQZ17, LHFF13].

Fixed [JJO+17, NK14]. Flash
[KS19, LHCN11, MH11]. Flaw [SH15].

Flexible [ARR+16, OBA16]. Floating
[AAHTHI0, PB14]. Floating-Point
[AAHTHI0, PB14]. Flood [HQL17]. Flow
[ATS15, HBC+19, KL10, LZZZ13, SLW+17,
YWFQ18, ZQ13]. Flow-Level [LZZZ13].

flows [TXJ+19]. Folded
[CYP18, YLC15]. Folksonomies [Jun12].

Foraging [XYL+11]. Forbidden [DP16].

Force [YLS19]. Forecasting [CZL+18].

Forensics [MS12]. Forest [BCC+19]. Form
[HHS18, WVGP11]. Formal [DBHC15,
LSTC11, SHH+15, mAYL10, ZW15].

Formalism [Das17]. Formalization
[LNZW19, STW+18]. Formalized [YCR16].

Form [AHHT10, SLW+17]. Format
[DE10, HSZS17, HSZS18, LWW13].

Formats [HJL10]. Forming
[FMRS17, HLZ+17]. Formats
[HM14, KMZ16]. Formulae [Dun11].

Formulation [PP17]. Formulations
[Gur15]. Formulates [NV16]. Forward
[BVS+13, LTH+15, LCX14, NMS14,
WHL15b, XHTH13]. Forward-Secure
[BVS+13, LTH+15, NMS14, WHL15b].

Forwarding [CL18, MHM18]. Foundations
[HB11, Trc10]. FOX [LJF16]. FPGA
[CC19, LMC11, YT16b]. FPGAs
[Jas10, Num07]. Fractal [HMM11].

Fractional [ZSL19]. Fractures [LJ18b].

Fractured [WVGP11]. Fracture
[PSP14, SLW+17]. Fracture-Based
[SLW+17]. Fracturations [WWB17].

Fractures [WWB17]. Framework
[AKA15, AAZ13, AHH13, BS10a, CZ10,
Egg15, EFV15, FWC13, Fra11, GM11,
GMS+12, GBA18, hRT+12, Hsu12,
HuRH+15, HHHC16, KHR+19, KKM+15,
KTA12, LV17, MGZ18, PZ18, PA15,
PXG+17, RMFM15, RMR15b, SRD+12,
SKK18, SPJA11, TAC+18, URHK19,
VvdAMG17, WN11, ZJ14, HHH+18].

Frameworks [RMGT11]. Francis [Joh10].
Francois [Pen10]. Frank [Joh10]. Free
[BPBRT16, GJ16, HJP15, IL15, LSQZ17,
LSQ18a, MDY15, RDB14b, TTH15,
YEFV15, YWSH10, YHGL17, YY17,
ZM18, ZTTM18, HBS+19]. Frequent
[BBM17, LLZY15, MDF12, ZCX+16].

Frequentness [MDB+18, RBNB15]. Friendly
[HS19, KCC15]. Frog [GAVRRL16]. FSM
[CSS16]. FSM-Based [CSS16]. FSMs
[PS15]. Fuel [XYL+11]. Full [PG11, KH18].

Fully [AFKT12, HLLC11, LGMC17,
LSLW15, SGH15]. Function
[AAHTHI0, BBKL19, CQS13, GF17,
GHY18, HLC10a, LJF19, NS16]. Functional
[AKA15, BL15a, FSGS15, LLY+13,
MBBA16, ZYT13, ZWTM15, SKS19].

Functions
[BUB13, CLL+19, SH10, SLY+16, WCXZ17].

Fundamental [Bac12]. Fundamentals
[Joh10, Shi08]. Funding [Zam19]. Fusion
[ATA19, CZL+18, JHBA17, Nic11, YYK+17].

Fusions [Mis14]. Future
[BKBK14, HJL10, JS13, SS15, WOV+10,
ZJLC16]. Fuzzy
[AV16, ALA19, CW12b, GJ16, HXLX18,
JDAS12, KRDH13, SVS15, WLHH18,
mAYL10, jZ18, ZFZ12].

G networks [DTFT11, DTFT12]. G-networks
[DTFT11, DTFT12]. GA [HL11]. Gait
[CA17, PKM18]. Galleries [BBM14].

Gambling [AGP10]. Game
[EÇGK16, FM11, LWW13, Mö13, SF17,
SKK18, SSK19, TNWT14]. Game-based
[FM11]. Game-Theoretic [TNWT14].

Games
[CMKJ10, CLRJ14]. Gap [HJP15].
Garbage [WLH15a]. Gates [BBKL19].


Gauge [NMM13]. Gaussian
[ABH15, KLL14]. GB [CHDP17].

GB-PMIPv6 [CHDP17]. GDL [KTTRJ18].
Ylx+11, Zcl13]. ID-Based [LMGC17, Tt12, TTH15, WT10, ZCL13].

Joint [FGS15, SA11, ZJHJ19, ZLYX10, ZJH+15].
Joltik [LSG+19]. Joltik-BC [LSG+19].
Joost [Lar10]. Joost-Pieter [Lar10].
Journal [BTHS12, GG10, Mal10, Mil10, Pen10].
Jumping [KKM19]. Jungle [Roc12].

Kaaniche [Ver17]. KAD [CGE+14].
Karhunen [BCPV11]. Katoen [Lar10].
KDM [CBJX19]. KEM [CZLC14]. Kernel [GFPC16, XZY+10, XXW11, ZDM+15].
Kernels [IEBS19]. Key [BN14, BVS+13, Che15a, CLND19, CWZ19, Chi16, CMA14, ELS11, FVS17, GSW+16, HLLG18, HH17, HWS+19, HWY11, HTC+15, Jia14, LLSW16, LDZ16, LTW10, LSQL18b, LCLL12, LW+17, LYY+18b, LLS17, LH18, MZHY15, MV19, PDNH15, SGH15, SLX+16, TMC15, THP+11, TSP+12, VGA19, WP17, WT10, WCXZ17, XLM+12, XGLM14, XZLW15, YLL+17, YLY17, YNN11, ZCL13, ZY17, Mit19].
Key-Evolving [ZCL13]. Key-Insulated [LDZ16, LLS17]. Key-Policy [GSW+16].
Keying [BCPV11]. Keys [ABL+18, HLL11, LSQL19, ZMW16].
Keystroke [XTH11]. Keyword [Che15a, GN19, LSQL18b, WDCL18].
Khudra [CWZ19]. Kiasu [LSG+19].
Krzysztof [Gaz10]. Kullback [FET17].
Kurgan [Gaz10]. Kurtosis [YEO15]. KVM [LZL+15].

Learning [BY14, Cao14, CCUA14, CLRJ14, ISD15, JBM+19, LV17, LKG10, RG14, SK18a, WGL+18, WLT+18, Zan19, TXJ+19]. The least [KTM19]. lecture [Kon10, BTHS12, GG10, Mal10, Mil10, Pen10]. Legacy [For12]. Leibler [FET17]. Length [LWC15, MPLDV13, PDNH15]. Less [CN13]. Lessen [QZXR15]. Level [ATA19, CRGM14, GBBK14, yHRT+12, JHBA17, LZZZ13, MDS15, MV16, TY14, ZYWW13, dAEN+18, MZW+18, TS19].
Levenberg [BMRS11]. Leveraging [GVVL12, SMLM14, URHK19, PBL14]. Lexicographic [SAK16]. Library
DFG10, Elg15, GST15, GK17, GLL+13, HHV17, HuRH+15, JYP+15, JG15, LfhMxJL11, LZL+17, LTL10, LTW10, Lop15b, Mit10, MHMSGH16, NK14, NM19, NB17, PANH10, RRDC+18, Ros14, SBB12, TMOO11, VKZ+10, WYL+13, ZNQR15.

[AGP10, GIP+12a, GIP+12b, HLC10a, NSA15, OB18, PZPS15, PYM+15, WLY+15, ZW15, Zha15]. Multiobjective [ARVR15, GÁVRL16, KNHK12, RLVRGA15]. Multiparty [CCL+13, vdALM+10].

Multipath [BAFF11, HLC10b, WS10, XS11, HCL15].

Multiple [ABCG11, DFFT11, DFFT12, DSB15, GSS19, HHL10, JDAZN16, LTC+15, Ma17, OR12, PSS10, SVG+15, TB11, VRD10, WVR11, WWB17].

Multiple-Collision [HHL10].

Multiple-Stride [VWR11]. Multiplication [ABS12, CW11]. Multiplicative [PB14].


N [Ver17, KV16]. Named [MBD+18, PWY+13]. Narrow [PRJS11].


Neighborhood [GY13, KSA12, LCLL12, XLXZ17].


Network [AFG+17, AS11, BHAC10, BSK19, BS16, BDL+13, CMM17, CCF11, CGE+14, CUA14, CBA18, DJAJ15, DAO14, FFH17, FLZC15, FYY+18, GHMP18, GBBK11, GLL+13, GV16, HMZ15, HNAS18, HM13, HLZ15, HXZ12, HLC10a, HML18, JCO10, JY18, KSPR15, KZY16, LR12, LFLJ18, LQZ+10, LTL10, MP18, MMH18, MDN+11, MT11, Meg16, Meg18, MMPB10, MK19, NG17, NZQ15, PBL14, RDB+14a, RHH12, Sak10, SBF19, SSK19, Tam18, TST+11, Tim10, VKN+10, VAG15, VKC15, WN11, WLI+14, WF10, WXX17, WCW+18, XHT13, YZLC15, ZHI14, ZL15, TYY+18, SKK+12].

Network-Based [RH12].

Network-on-Chip [AS11, DAO14].

Network-Scale [CUA14]. Networking [CL13, CZL+18, dRFMD+17, GRVD+15, HGRV15, MBB+18, RJ+17, ZHL15].

Networks [AG12, ABM12, ABG+12, AKL+19, AFGG11, ADML+13, AHW15, AHW15, ABH15, AAH10, AN14, BBM10, BL11, BEG+16, BCC+19, BMRS11, BAFF11, BPK10, BS10a, BK12a, BK14, CLSV15, CCF11, CLRJ14, CWS+10, CL17, CL18, DE10, DA14, DA18, DSC12, DLI+13, EA17, ER14, ELS11, FWC13, FLW19, GPK11, GN10, GM11, GH17, GTS+11, GTB10, GTM13, GZC11, HJS+13, HLJ+15, HBI11, HWC16, HLC10b, HZHC11, Hua14, HC15, HLZ+17, HH14, IAG+14, Jay12, JY18, KSA12, KL14, KNHK12, KAAE11, KXS+10, KCM15, KMA+16, Koz10, KLT+15, KLS18, Kon10, LH13, LH11, LH1Y12, LL15, LZZZ13, Lev10b, LYPL17, LZL+17, LBZ19, jLbLzH18, LWZ13, LHM+15, LZZ19, LC14, LCL12, LW13, LDDL17, LSCG10, LPV10, MDN+11, MLI10b, Meg18, Meg19, MS11, NSR15, NSA15, NK14, NB12, OKG+12, OAK17].

Networks [OB18, PB12, PR11, PYM+15, PTP10,
QLZ18, RDB³+14a, RMP⁺+16, RASM17, RG14, RL11, RKBY15, Rog11, RLVRGÅ15, SJ14, SJA17, SM12, SAKOK11, ŠLV⁺+11, SJ18a, ST17, SM16, SZL16, SLW⁺+17, SVG⁺+15, SJ18b, SYH11, SJS1, SGG⁺+13, TPG⁺+15, TL19, TPH⁺+11, TPH⁺+12, TB11, UKW⁺+18, VRAC11, WZ17, WOV⁺+10, WHYH12, WCL15, WEFJ15, WWW16, WB16, WCKH10, WSR11, WCW⁺+14, WLY⁺+15, XLXZ17, XS11, XZL17, YC14a, YWSH10, YDE11, YLX⁺+11, YZJH12, YNN11, ZTBW11, ZWJ⁺+14, ZYY⁺+13, ZYR⁺+13, ZLX⁺+15, ZW15, Zha15, ZJHJ17, ZZLL18, ZJHJ19, ZM19, ZLYX10, ZHY⁺+14, ZJH⁺+15, dFHP⁺+11, DTFT11, DTFT12

Networks-On-Chip [ADML⁺+13]
Neumann [GDKP10]
Neural [BHAC10, BMRS11, BPK10, EA17, GV16, HNAS18, KNHK12, Koc10, jLbLzH18, NG17, NM19, RHH12, RG14, Tim10, Whi12b, WF10, TYL⁺+18]
Neuro [ALA19]
Neuro-Fuzzy [ALA19]
NIPSOM [VBMH10]
NMF [MP18]
NMR [ACPĐ11]
No [TXJ⁺+19]
Node [TXJ⁺+19]
Node-Disjoint [ABH15]
Node-Link-Based [ZWJ⁺+14]
Node-Pancyclic [CL17]
Node-to-Set [BP11, BK12a, LC14]
Nodes [ACG⁺+11, KTTRJ10, MS11, RHG⁺+11, VGA15, YT11]
Noise [FET17]
Noisy [Cao10, HZW⁺+14, YZLC15]
Non [AG12, AKA15, Ana10, BACD13, Cao14, EFYS19, ER14, GXZ19, HBDJ13, HWS⁺+19, LK18, LWYZ17, LZ19, PS15, RHH12, SKS19, SGG⁺+13, WCW10, WXP⁺+10, XHC⁺+15]
Non-abelian [HWS⁺+19]
Non-Archimedean [Ana10]
Non-Backtracking [LZ19]
Non-Cooperation [SGG⁺+13]
Non-Determinism [HBDJ13]
Non-Deterministic [PS15, EFYS19]
Non-Functional [AKA15, SKS19]
Non-homogeneous [AG12]
Non-IIDness [Cao14]
Non-interactive [LK18]
Non-MDS [XHC⁺+15]
Non-polynomial [LWYZ17]
Non-regular [WCW10]
Non-Spatial [ER14]
Non-time [WXP⁺+10]
Non-transferable [GZX18]
Non-uniform [RHH12]
Non-wait [TXJ⁺+19]
Numeral [Sta18]
Numerically [DH12b]
Numerized [CGVP15, HWC16]
Noting [SDN15]
Novel [CLH⁺+14, DD19, DB13, HZJS17, KRD13, LYY⁺+18a, LC18, MPP15, NM19, NC16, RR16, RATB⁺+13, RH10, VBVP14, VN16, WZXL12, ZMM17a]
Nuclear [ACPĐ11]
ull [BL15a]
Number [AJ15, Erg11, MMay19, STW⁺+18, WJ19]
Numerical [DH12b]
NVM [CP16]
NVR [ACPĐ11]
NVR-BIP [ACPĐ11]

O [AD11, DCLN11, GFPC16, LMR18, WHP⁺+13]
Obfuscated [ZM16]
Obfuscation [CLC⁺+19]
Obfuscators [PSD15]
Object [CLM16, KLL14, KS16, LTL10, PILCH11, WSR11]
Object-Tracking [LTL10]
Objective [FS18, GA18, HLZ15, LZN⁺+16, RLTZ17, SU18, SL14]
Objects [AFKT12, BDL⁺+13, DGV17, GHXW16]
Oblivious [HSMY12]
Observations [ZC10]
Obtaining [PB14]
OCCI [YT16a]
Occurrence [GÀVRL16, SK18b]
Occurring [LLZY15]
Oceanic [NHMI13]
OCLOptimizer [FAFD15]
Oded [Lev10a]
OFDM [LZZZ13, OJSO14]
Off [Tan11, YMWS11]
Off-Line [YMWS11, HHL10, Tan11]
Official [Küp15]
Offline [JMG⁺+16]
Offloading [ZWC⁺+19]
Offs [DDL17, JLS11]
Offshore [SR10]
Outfit [Maj10]
Okey
Save-Then-Transmit [ZJHJ17]. Saving [ARVR15, Dim13, LSGC10, SDN15]. Scalability [ER14]. Scalable [ASG15, DT13, HIDFGPC15, hRT+12, RTE+13, SBBB12, WVR11]. Scale [BPFK19, CCUA14, KTTRJ18, LH13, LLDL17, LPV10, MDY15, NS16, OS18, WSR11, WT12, WCW+14, ZHY+14, ZWFW15]. Scale-Invariant [NS16].
Science [ET19, Ham12, MP17, SU13]. Scientific [Lev10a, NP16, SMLM14, TR12].
WS15, YMS+15. Scores [WCCL17].
Scoring [CXH14]. Screening [LP14].
Scripting [DSB15]. Scrum [AAA19]. SDM
[VL13]. SDM-Toolkit [VL13]. SDN
[DHT+15, URHK19]. SDN-Enabled [URHK19].
SDWN [AFG+17]. SE [Pop11].
SE-Compression [Pop11]. Sea [Cro10].
Search [Cha10a, Che15a, CMSML16, 
CMS10, DCA18, EB12, FP18, GJQG14, 
GN19, HQL17, IJY+14, LSQ118b, TMC15,
WDCL18, XLM+14, KAZ18, Lev11a].
Searchable [ZZQ+19]. Searches [EDH+18].
Searching [LCXZ16, NZ14, PW12, YGLW15].
Secondary [SL15]. Secret
[CCL+13, DD10a, KS18, KOTY17, LPL15, 
LTC+15, LJ16]. Secure [ABL+18, BVS+13,
BWL16, BCG12, BFMT15, BP19, CC14, 
CZLC14, Che15a, CMA14, DM18, DG15b,
GWW+13, HJS+13, HLL18, HH17, 
HLKL15, IDVGM+13, IL15, KSA12, 
Küpi15, LL15, LTH+15, LTZY16, LYP117, 
LSL15, LSQ118b, LHL16, MK19, NMS14, 
NMS14, QZZ18, RMP10, RLJ15, SZ14, 
SKK+12, SGH15, SLY+16, TCL15, 
WDCL18, WH15b, WMS+12, WWJ18, 
YLL+17, YAM+15, YY17, YNN11, ZZX+11, 
ZV11, ZV16, OKG+12]. Secure-TWS
[OKG+12]. Securing [ZDL+17]. Security
[BKF19, BJY11, Cha11, CBJX19, GMS11, 
HXZ12, HMS+12, JAY12, JSP13, Jia14, 
KL14, KS18, LE13, LLPY19, LSQ17, 
LYL+18, LSQ118b, LWL+17, LDB+15, 
LHL18, MKN13, MKK15, MV16, M19, 
MPH14, MHMSG16, MGM12, OS16, OS18, 
PZPS15, PDHN15, RB17, RMFM15, 
RMB15, RMR15b, TD12, TAC+18, Trc10, 
TV12, TV15, TKB18, WSA15, YYY+17, 
Zha15, ZM18, ZYY19, ZY17, ZYH+19].
Seed [ZZW+17]. SEFE [AD16]. Segment
[WOLP15, ZCL+12]. Segment-Based
[ZCL+12]. Segmentation [CLM16, KS16, 
MPP15, RDMRM12, SCKH18, SLZ14].
Segmented [NPTZ16]. Select [LSTC11].
Selecting [MLDV13]. Selection
[AAH10, GRK13, HPG+15, KJ11, KÖ14, 
KO15, LS17, SBB12, SZW+18, TNWT14].
Selective
[CL18, DSZ15, GDCC16, LLH18].
Selective-Opening [LLH18]. Selectivity
[IS13]. Self [AZHASD14, BPBRT16, DM18, 
DLV10, FM11, FX13, GDKP10, HJK13, 
HB11, LL14, LLPY19, MDN+11, PRJS11, 
THP+11, THP+12, WCL+11].
Self-Adaptive [FX13]. Self-assembly
[WCL+11]. Self-Coexistence [AZHASD14].
Self-enriching [PRJS11]. Self-Healing
[THP+11, THP+12]. Self-optimized
Self-propagating [GDKP10].
Self-Stabilizing
[BPBRT16, DLV10, HJK13, LL14].
Self-Synchronized [DM18, HB11].
Self-Updateable [LLPY19]. Semantic
[CW12h, DGV17, Hsa12, LM14, JK12, 
VL13, ZDM+15, vDBvEW10, FLZC15].
Semantically [MKW11]. Semantics
[Chi14, GF13]. Semi [KV15b, SMM+19, 
XYL+11, ZSLW15, XTH13].
Semi-Extended [KV15b]. Semi-Markov
[XTH13]. Semi-structured [SMM+19].
Semi-Track [XYL+11]. Semi-trusted
[ZXLW15]. Semirings [M613].
Sensational [YGLF15]. Sensing
[Alm19, An010, DA18, FZC18, LZW18, 
PZZ+17, SJA17, TMOO11, ZJH19, KT18].
Sensitive
[KSPR15, KS19, LV17, SSS16, Tan15].
Sensor
[ACG+11, ABM12, AKL+19, AFGG11, 
Alm19, AAH10, BN14, BL11, BEG+16, 
BY14, BSK19, BS10a, CCF11, CLR14, 
CWS+10, CDYC11, Cor11, DE10, DA14, 
DST12, DBHC15, ER14, ELS11, FLWL19, 
FT11, GP11, GN10, GTS+11, GTB10, 
GLL+13, HJS+13, HLJ+15, HB11, HZHC11, 
KAEE11, KTR110, KXS+10, KLT+15,
LYPL17, LTL10, LWPZ13, LCLL12,
LSCG10, MT11, Meg18, MMPB10, MGBD15,
MS11, OKG+12, OB18, PANH10, RL11,
Rog11, SJ14, SLV+11, SM16, SJ18b, SYH11,
SJ12, TLRE11, TR11, VRAC11, WN11,
WZ17, WOV+10, WBS15, YC14a, YWSH10,
YDE11, YNN11, ZTBW11, ZBY+10,
ZLX+15, ZJHJ19, ZLYX10, dFHP+11.
Sensor-Aided [Alm19].
Sensor-Based [MGBD15].
Sensor-Instrumented [FT11].
Sensor-Network [MMPB10].
Sensornet [TB10].
Sensors [BY16, yZhZ18].
Sentiment [FP19].
Separation [XZW+17].
Sequence [CZL+18, STW+18, SC10, VRD10, WCW10].
Sequences [Bla13, HT15, HT16, HT17,
SV15, SLL15, WWHL12, YWFQ18].
Sequential [Cha10b, GOR+10, LR10, OKT+16, Vel10].
Sequentially [CFJ+10]. Series
[EKOS19, KNHK12, NHMI13, SCKH18,
SZL15, ZCL+12]. Servants [ET19]. Server
[Che15a, Do11, GMSV14, JWCZ13,
LSQL18b, LNZW19, MV19, Mit10, RDB14b].
Server-Aided [GMSV14, LNZW19, MV19].
Server-Designation [Che15a, LSQ18b].
Service [AAZ13, BZS+16, BKFP19, BDC11,
BBK14, BCKM17, CWS+10, CCHL18,
CL16, DFTT11, DFTT12, EV16, GVVL12,
HM111, HuRH+15, KCZ114, LCH16, LP14,
LW+14, LDB+15, LÔ10, MDS15, NRZQ15,
OLF+17, PZL12, PP17, WXP+10, ZSX10,
daEN+18, AHFE18, HH+18].
Service-Based [LP14, LDB+15].
Service-Oriented [OLF+17, PZL12].
Services [Ang13, BV15, DBC18, Elg15,
ET19, FLZC15, GLBS13, HLC10a, HJM12,
IDVGM+13, JSP13, KHC15, LPL14, NB17,
SBBB12, SVP13, SSY15, WWJ18, ZHL15].
Session [HLC10a]. Set
[AJ15, BG15, BKP11, BK12a, BK12b, BK14,
C1W11, LC14, LHL16, MSH+11, PH15,
RCS16, YCL15]. Set-to-Set [BK12b, BK14].
Sets [HJK13, HS19, OJSO14]. Setting
[MZH15, Ma17, ZHL15]. Setup [HJM12].
Seven [CFIS13]. SFP [HRV15]. SGAC
[HFP+19]. Shadow [HZAZ18, KS16].
Shadows [YSC+15]. Shape
[CLM16, KYU11, NLDH11, SY13]. Share
[LTC+15]. Shared
[CFJ+10, NSR15, NHC13, OKG+12,
OBA16, WWZ+17, ZC10, wZfG15, PZPS15].
Sharing
[CLG+19, CK10, CCL+13, DD10a, EOI15,
KOT17, LPL15, LY10, LTC+15, LZZ+17,
MK13, NH19, QZ18, VB16, YC11, EFV15].
Shearlet [TS17]. Shell [WZCC18]. Shift
[ZHI15, ZL19]. Shih [Joh10]. Shilling
[CZ19, TYL+18]. Short
[GMS11, LNZ+19, PRJS11, XGLM14].
Short-Text [LZL+19]. Shortening
[WLL18]. Shot [BPK10]. Shuffle
[GAVR16]. Side [KH10, RDB14b, YL17].
Side-Channel [KH10, YL17]. Sign
[IMS10, LL15, jLbLzH18, ZHY+14].
Sign-On [LL15]. Signal [CCUA14].
Signature
[ASS15, AEHS15, CZCD18, CLND19, GJJ15,
GMSV14, GHY18, HHL10, HZ15, HFP17,
LKI18, LTH+15, LDZ16, LYY+16, LGRPH14,
LLS17, OBA16, ST16, Tan11, TH15,
WZXL12, WLH15b, WYML16, WHL16,
XGLM14, YMS11, YLA+13, ZL14].
Signatures [GdM16, GMS11, HMS+12,
HHS18, Ver17, WCD19, WLI+14, YTL16].
Signcryption
[CMA14, HWY11, IL15, LSQZ17, LSQL18a,
RSD19, YY17, ZCL13, ZM18]. Significance
[BPK10]. Significant [KTM19].
Significantly [YZLC15]. Signing
[DGFGHZ13, YAM+15]. Signposting
[Thi11]. SIMD [HWXD14]. Similar
[ZDCZ18]. Similarity [Cha10a, DG13,
HPG+15, NZ14, ÖKA11, TA16b, ZZ17].
Similarity-Based [HPG+15]. Simple
[Cha10b, EKOS19, LYY+18b, Xie11, ZH15].
SimpleLock [YB16]. Simpler [YLL+17].
Simplicity [Yas19]. Simplications
[ZTTM18]. Simplified [RHF+15].
Simulated [HGZ10]. Simulation
[GLK+16, GB15, yHRT+12, Jar12, KOA15,
LDK11, LLH18, TKB11, WXP+10].
Simulation-Based [LLH18]. Simulator
[DFG10, GFPC16, SHR+11]. Simultaneous
[DDL+15, LJWL19, VGF11]. Since [Har11].
Single [ED09, ED10, HZA18, LL15,
LJWL19, RH17, WGL+18, WXLL18,
XHQX18, ZHL+17]. Single-Image
[HZA18]. Single-Machine
[ZHL+17, LJWL19]. Singular [NS16]. Sink
[KAAC11]. Sinkhole [HLJ+15]. Sinks
[ABC11, TB11]. SIP [PP17]. SIP-Based
[PP17]. Sirt [VGF11]. Site [DSB15].
Situation [KBMA12, ZFZ12]. Situations
[KHYC15, STBB14]. Six [GTK+19]. Size
[AEHS15, LSQX19, WCXZ17, YWSH10,
ZM16, ZSL19]. Sized [GHXW16]. Sizes
[ZL15]. Skeleton [YGLW15]. Skip [FP18].
Skip-Search [FP18]. Skyline [SC18].
SLA [HHHC16, DB15, HHHC16, HH+18,
NSRP15]. SLA-Based [NSRP15]. Slacking
[SHL+15]. SLC [JYP+15]. SLC/MLC
[JYP+15]. Slices [VBVP14]. Slicing
[LCX14, YYY10]. Sliding [MDY15]. SLK
[WGL+18]. SLLCs [RRDC+18]. Sloman
[Mi10]. Small
[ABG+12, ARV15, HXQ+19, OS18, QYZ19,
WCXZ17, YZLC15, YTV16, Y16b].
Small-Scale [OS18]. Small-World
[ABG+12, ARV15, QYZ19, YZLC15].
Smart [DSTC12, DFG10, GTK+19,
MH10, SSK19, ZNQR15, JBM+19,
SKK+12, XLXZ17]. Smart-Context
[MH10]. Smartphone [BDC11, LWKB15].
Smartphones [PZZ17]. SmartRec
[XHQX18]. SmartX [URHK19]. SmiDCA
[SK18a]. Smishing [SK18a]. SMML
[Dow15]. Smooth [LYY+18a]. SMS4
[LYL+18]. SMT [AGR15]. SOAs [QS15].
Social [Cao14, DLL+13, EÇGK16, FMRS17,
HY15, Hsu12, HLZ+17, HJS17, KHYC15,
KCC15, KKB12, Lev10b, LBZ19, MP18,
NSA15, NRZQ15, PYM+15, RKB15, ST17,
SCT18b, SVG+15, SLM14, STBB14,
UKW+18, WLW+18, WCX+14, WLY+15,
XLM+14, XZA14, YNP15, ZW15, Zha15,
ZHY+14, ZL15, ZHL15, TYL+18].
Social-Aware [SCT18b, WLW+18].
Socially [CZL+18, MK13]. Societies
[LL10, SS10a]. Society [GG10]. Socio
[MK11]. Socio-oriented [MK11]. Solclake
[KKBF12]. SoD [VN16]. Soft
[DN16, MS+11, WLI+14]. Soft-Failures
[WW+14]. Software
[AFG+17, AA19, AO08, Ana17, Bro10,
dRFD17, FSMT19, GHMP18, Ham12,
Har10a, JAA+17, KHC15, LWKB15,
LMA+15, LXL+17, LLD17, Llo13, LCX14,
Maj10, MV16, OLF+17, PS17, Py19,
RJS+17, RAS17, SKKM15, TKM11,
TLEG11, WB16, WM19, YHS+17, YWFQ18].
Software-Defined [AFG+17, Ana17,
dRFD+17, GHMP18, JAA+17, LXL+17,
LLD17, RJS+17, RAS17, WB16].
Solution [DHT+19, Fra15, HHLK15, KT18].
Solutions [KKMG15, PANH10]. Solve
[OLL15]. Solvers [AGR15]. Solving
[KLS18, NG17, NM19, WJ16]. SOM
[VBM10]. Some [BCH+15, BBP13,
LWL10, LCMM11, SV15, Xie11]. Sort
[WWW16, ZHW19, WW19]. Sorting
[LHC11, TKM11, Tah11]. Source
[BY14, DG13, GRK13, JLS11, MBC15,
RH17, RL11, Tah11, WM19, PB12].
Source-Based [MBC15]. Source-Location
[RL11]. Sources [JLS11, SMM+19]. SP
[W12, PW19]. Space
[Abd15, BBM10, BUB13, BGM+11, BWR12,
PT13, SZB15, ZLG15]. Space-Filling
[BWR12]. Spacel [BP10, NZ14, SH15].
Spammer [WHS+16]. Spanning
[BBB+19, BBP16, CFJ+13, WW17,
YCI4b, YLC15]. SPARQL [ZV15]. Sparse
[DB13, OVV14, ZDM+15]. Spatial
[AC13, CK15, ER14, FGG13, JYL18,
LP13, MCT19, RDMRM12, SDW13,
SCT18b, TST11, VB16, WCL15.
Spatiotemporal [NHC13]. Special
[Ano17, CQL10, Jay12, Lio13, OLI15, Pek12,
RA14, RLJ15, SS10a, Suz13, XZA14, Ano10].
Specific [DAOG14, TEP16].
Specification [JCSZ13, KW11, RJV13].
Specifications [SLP11, SZL15]. Spectral
[QYZ19]. Spectrum
[Ahm19, DA18, SJA17, YHGL17, ZJH19].
Speed [ASG15, PW12, GIB12, MDSF12].
Speeding [KTRJ18, Rig14]. SPEKS
[Che15a]. Spheres [SAKOK11]. Spiking
[WF10]. Splicing [YSC15]. spline [RT12].
Splitting [MV19]. SMPS [BMG12]. Spoof
[SP15]. Sporadic [wZfG15]. Sports [BY14].
Springer [Gaz10, Jia10]. Squares
[KO14, KO15]. SRN [YT11]. SSA [QO17].
SSD [LJYL13, LGHD15]. SSD-Based
[LGHD15]. SST [vHRT12]. Stability
[ZYW13]. Stabilizing [BPBRT16, DLV10,
HJK13, KSA12, LL14, SJ14]. Stable
[Me18]. Stacking [vZfG18]. stage
[KT18]. Standalone [CAV17]. Standard
[GJJ15, HZ15, LK18, LDZ16, LLS17,
RSD19, SSS14, TCL15, XLC19]. Standards
[GLBS13]. Star [WWW16, WW19]. Stars
[CYTP18, YLC15]. Start [SWG13].
Start-up [SWG13]. starting [JJ18]. State
[Abd15, BVS+13, CCL+13, EFY16, EFYS19,
HT15, KH18, KLA+15, MHH18, RSW14,
Ros14, TV12, VM14, ZJ18]. State-Based
[RSW14, TV12]. State/Event [KH18].
Stateful [BVS+13]. Stateless [KLA+15].
Statement [Den12a, Den12b, HXZ12].
Station [LSY+16]. Stationary [CTAPI12].
Stations [ISS19]. Statistical [CMSM16,
FNP12, HGR15, Hey17, WLI14].
Statistically [MBRM15]. Status [RJS+17].
Steady [VM14]. Steady-State [VM14].
Steganalysis [YLL+12]. Steganographic
[HHS15]. Steganography
[BGC12, HZW+14, Joh10, KTM19, LLY+12,
Shi06, TZZJ12]. Stego [YLL+12].
Stego-Image [YLL+12]. Stemming
[SVG15]. Step [HIJS+13]. Stochastic
[ASCTFP16, BBM10, DH12b, HTG12,
Kon10, NB12, PL16]. Storage
[BBM17, DCLN11, FEDHL16, HZQ+19,
HMH18, Kup15, LPL14, LDLJ15, LGHD15,
LBIC14, WS15, XHQX18, ZVH11, ZVG16].
Stores [HXQ+19]. Storing [Mer13].
Straight [DDLM17]. Straight-Line
[DDLM17]. Strand [SH15]. Strategies
[BFCRH14, Har10a, NdMCDMI6, SM12,
SZL15, TZZJ12]. Strategy [BACD13,
DB15, FM11, FYF+18, GTM15, HL15,
HFP+19, LFHF14, NRZQ15, YGLW15].
Stream [Abd15, DM18, DG12, DJG+15,
Hey17, JZ13, LR12, MK11, ZH15].
Streaming [AGF15, AAH10, DSBB19,
HZWT15, HX18, IS13, LHY12,
LHFF13, TY14, YWDW12]. Streams
[ALH17, MDSF12, YIU14, ZWFW15].
Stress [GSS14]. Stretch [BF19]. Stride
[PW12, WVR11]. String
[CHL14, Kha16, KS12, LC14, PW12].
String-Matching [Kha16].
String-to-Dictionary [KS12]. Strings
[LW15, Mar10b]. Stripe [BU11].
Stripe-Based [BU11]. Strong
[GSAS12, PYM+15, WW19]. Stronger
[ZYY19]. Strongly [LK14, YLL+17].
Structural [DD19, KAZ18, LYX+18b,
LZN+16, MGZ18, Yas19]. Structure
[ACP11, ECL15, GRK13, JYP+15,
KM16, LJJ15, LLL17, MPP15, Mur10a,
SLL15, W19, WLC+19, Yan19]. Structure-
[Yan19]. Structure-Activity [GRK13].
Structure-Based [ACP11]. Structured
[YLX+11, SMM+19]. Structures
[CLG+19, FMR17, LPL15, Lop13, TD12].
Structuring [PGBFW14]. STT
[RRDC18]. STT-RAM [RRDC+18].
Study [Bla13, DCLN11, FLZC15,
GAVRRL16, HK15, LMR18, MK15, MCT19,
NZ14, OSI18, PXG+17, PRG+10, RDB+14a,
RCTK18, RMGT11, SR10, SY15, aSPW+17,

TABEMS [JG15]. Table [CCL+13, HLC10a]. Table-Based [HLC10a]. Tables [RMB11]. Tactical [SS10b]. Tactile [YL19]. Tag [Hsu12, LBD+19, XLM+14]. Tag-Based [XLM+14, Hsu12]. Tagged [BBDF11].
Two-Party [NSMS14, ZM16], Two-Step [HJS+13], Two-Way [JYL18].

Two-Stage [KT18].

Type [DTFT11, DTFT12, HWS+19, LM17, Ort11, QO17, SH15].

Type-Flaw [SH15].

Typed [Ort11, QO17].

Types [ALH17].

Typicality [mAYL10].

U [VBBR16].

U-Library [VBBR16].

Ubiquitous [JAAA+17, OS16, PSP14, RIC10, SL10a, VBBR16].

UK [Ano10, GTK+19, Jar11, OS18].

Ultra [LZL+17].

Ultrametric [Mur10b].

uMax [NM19].

UML [ML13].

Unattended [BN14].

Uncertainty [Buz12, GSS14, Tim11].

Unconditional [Jia14].

Uncovering [BN14].

Understanding [HY15].

Underwater [LCLL12, SM16].

Undisturbed [YCL17].

Unicyclic [TRY16].

Unified [HY11].

Uniform [GF17, PZ19, RH112].

Unit [LR12, PXG+17].

Unitable [CCCS11].

Units [BY14, HS19, NdMCDMM16].

Univariate [Yil12].

Universal [LK14, WF10].

Universe [LW16].

University [Maj10].

Unknown [CLRJ14, GSAS12, Sin12].

Unranking [WCCCL13].

Unreliable [dMGRAS18].

Unsupervised [CZ19, JBM+19].

Untangling [LYC11].

Updatable [LLPY19].

Updated [GdJ13, WCW+18].

Updates [CAL11b].

Upward [BD16, RH17].

Usage [AGR15, HY15, JG15, JLS11, PS17, SHH+15, VO16].

Use-Cases [SHH+15].

Usefulness [KB10].

User [CMY17, GdM16, HCZ+19, HK13, HXLX18, HZJS17, HuRH+15, HYJC15, MZHY15, MBC15, PRG+10, SCKH18, Swa11, WLI+14, XTH11, XLM+14, OKG+12].

User-Based [HuRH+15].

User-Experience-Oriented [HXLX18].

Users [IDVGMP+13, NK14, OKT+16].
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